Mode mixing formalism is applied to the fluctuation modes around soliton configurations for the purpose of looking at possible multiple productions of fluctuation quanta in the soliton collision process. It is shown, however, that mixing among positive and negative frequency parts cannot occur if the theory admits the inverse method of Lax. In that case the soliton scatterings proceed without quantum disturbances. § 1. Introduction Quantum field theory in time dependent external potential has been studied in various contexts, e.g., quantum effects in curved space-time l ) and gauge theory in a background field.
Quantum field theory in time dependent external potential has been studied in various contexts, e.g., quantum effects in curved space-time l ) and gauge theory in a background field. 2 ), 3) With experiences in that field one might tempt to believe that any time dependent external field causes particle productions from the vacuum. In this paper we show, however, that such a presumption is not quite true and that there are very important exceptions, completely integrable nonlinear systems called soliton theories. 4 ) Let us explain in more detail. Consider quantum fluctuations around an arbitrary time dependent N -soliton solutions in a particular soliton theory, e.g., sine-Gordon system. Suppose that we are initially in a state with no fluctuation quanta but with N -solitons located far apart from each other. As time passes, the solitons may collide to each other to be scattered off. The question is the following. Are there multiple productions of fluctuation quanta due to the soliton collisions? Such a process, if exists at all, might be a mimic of multiple pion productions by nucleon-nucleon collision. We shall show that the answer is negative. There are no such multiple productions. Soliton collision is perfectly orderly without any quantum ripples.
To experts in soliton theory this may be hardly surprising. For example, the complete set of the S -matrix elements in the sine-Gordon theory is known 5 ) in which there are no such channels of multiple productions. However we shall show the absence of multiple production of fluctuation quanta in quite a different way.
Namely we apply the mode mixing formalism developed in Ref. 1) to the quantum fluctuation field around a classical multi-soliton solution. The essential point of the mode mixing formalism is the following. A positive frequency mode defined at an infinite past can develop into a certain superposition of positive and negative frequency modes in the course of time duration, if the external potential in the field equation is time dependent. In other words an initially defined annihilation operator (associated with the initially defined positive frequency mode) is generally a superposition of annihilation and creation operators defined at late times. This immediately implies the particle productions from the vacuum.
We shall show that in soliton theory the background field is so special that no mode mixing occurs among positive and negative frequency solutions of the linearized field equation for the fluctuation. The key point is the Ablowitz·Kaup-Newell-Segur (AKNS) inverse method 6 ) which has been found to all completely integrable systems. The absence of mode mixing follows from the fact that the time dependence of fluctuations is factored out at infinite times and that the factor is determined from the "scattering data" in the AKNS formalism prior to dynamical details. Later we shall explain this essential point of our paper in further detail.
In § 2, we develop a mode mixing formalism to the fluctuation field around an arbitrary multi-soliton solution. The AKNS formalism is briefly reviewed for the sine-Gordon theory in § 3. The absence of mode mixing is shown. Section 4 is devoted to summary. § 
Mode mixing formalism for a fluctuation
First we recapitulate the semi-classical theory of solitons 7 ) ignoring the subtlety of zero modes related to the collective coordinates,S) which is largely irrelevant for our problem. We shall briefly discuss this point in § 4. Let us genetically consider the following scalar theory given by the Lagrangian:
We expand the scalar field ¢ around a classical solution (l/g)¢o(x),
Correspondingly our Lagrangian has the following power series expansion in g:
Since ¢o satisfies the equation
as we have assumed, ~[1 becomes a total divergence, an ignorable quantity.
From now on we shall be mainly concerned with the quadratic Lagrangian ~ 2 (2' 6) neglecting the higher order terms in g. The field equation for the fluctuation Tj becomes
Canonical commutation relation is just a standard one,
As the fluctuation field Tj satisfies the linearized field equation (2'8) in the present approximation, we may expand Tj in normal modes, (2'11) where lin satisfies Eq. (2'8).
Let us assume that (1/ g )¢o is a multi-soliton solution, which is localized in space and approaches some constant.We may put V"(¢o)->m 2 at Itl->=. Hence we can impose the asymptotic condition upon lin SO that lin(klx) is a plane wave
We call {fin, Iii;} "incoming basis". Similarly "outgoing basis" can be defined as solutions of Eq. (2'8) with the asymptotic condition:
We may also expand Tj (x) in terms of {fout, I;'ud,
(2'14)
The inner product is time-independently defined as which immediately implies
for both incoming and outgoing basis. Then we can express the coefficients a( k) and at (k) by using the inner product (2 -15) as
The canonical commutation relation (2 -10) together with the orthonormality (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) gives
Now we have two normal mode expansions (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) and (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) in terms of incoming and outgoing basis functions, respectively,
Using the orthonormality (2-16), we can express the out-operators in terms of the in-operators as Note that 10in>*IOout> in general due to the relation (2'19). This is why a timedependent external potential can create quantum particles from the vacuum. § 3.
Fluctuation modes
In this section we first review the AKNS inverse scattering method7! in the sine-Gordon theory. Then we look at fluctuation modes around N -soliton solution. 9) Let us consider the sine-Gordon equation: or in light-cone variables c= x+t
In the AKNS formalism, we associate the nonlinear equation (3'1)' with the following Lax pair of linear equations:
Here L and A are 2 x 2 matrices given by where Ll-1 is the inverse matrix of We are now going to study the fluctuation modes around the N-soliton solutions. For that purpose we vary the scattering data R, Xn and Cn and see the response to ¢. Obviously variations of the bound state dataxn and Cn correspond to the zero modes related to the collective coordinates, speeds and positions of the N-solitons, in which we are not interested here. Fluctuation waves around solitons come from a small reflection coefficient aa (;1 -q). We write 
where rp is a certain phase shift. It is clear that there cannot occur any mode mixings among positive and negative frequency waves that we have explained in F function has the same T) dependence as R, so does the 0 Gat 1 T) 1--. =. Though we could not prove our assertion on the completely general grounds, our arguments seem to be convincing. Surviving terms of the fluctuations at infinities have the same time dependence as that of the reflection coefficient, which is determined in the AKNS formalism to be a simple exponential of an imaginary argument. We can check the same property in the KdV system, for example.
One may worry about the zero·modes which have zero frequencies and hence do not satisfy the condition (2·12). In the standard recipe for collective coordinates, we impose gauge conditions upon T) so as to eliminate such modes and promote the parameters en to dynamical variables. So the zero modes will make no troubles in our particular problem.
We have used the light·cone variables ~ and T) in showing that there are no mode mixing among positive and negative frequency waves. Frequencies are defined with respect to the T) time. We have checked that our arguments remain valid for the ordinary time t. § 
Summary
We have shown that there are no mode mixings among positive and negative frequency waves of fluctuation around any multisoliton solution, if the theory admits the AKNS formalism of inverse scattering. Physically it implies that the soliton collision does not bring about multiple productions of fluctuation quanta. Our conclusion accommodates the S·matrix theory of Zamolodchikov. We suspect that we do have mode mixing phenomena in systems like the ¢4 kink model which probably does not have any AKNS machinery. In the real world of particle physics, where we know there are lots of multiple productions, it is unlikely that the fundamental field equation admits the AKNS formalism in the original style, at least.
